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Abstract: In this paper the development of a stitch-based strain sensor for lashing straps is discussed. A variety 

of Three different commercial woven narrow fabric straps were embroidered with conductive yarns 

in two designed patterns to enable belt tension measurement and monitoring. The applications were 

tested in a cyclic elongation test and a creep elongation procedure to investigate the strain sensitivity 

and the influences of the narrow fabric’s properties, the stitch design, and the conductive yarn 

properties. It was found that the developed applications provided a good strain sensing ability but lack 

in cyclic recovery abilities.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Woven narrow fabric straps are an essential tool 

for modern road freight transportation. They play a 

pivotal role in ensuring a proper load security by 

lashing down cargo or fixating it in the transport 

carrier vehicle. During road transportation the 

transport vehicle accelerating, braking, and 

manoeuvring is conducting dynamic acceleration 

forces onto the transported freight. If not properly 

secured those dynamic acceleration forces will move 

and shift the transported goods inside of the vehicle 

and will eventually lead to severe transport damages 

occurring in the freight or even cause fatal road 

traffic accidents.  

A proper securing procedure requires a precise 

load securing belt tensioning, which amount of 

required tension must be calculated precisely in 

regard of the cargos mass, size and shape. Complex 

loads may require securing with multiple straps with 

each belt tension individually adjusted and 

monitored during the whole transport. [1 - 5] In 

recent years various research and development 

projects have successfully implemented stitch-based 

textile resistive strain sensors for a textile substrates 

strain and elongation measurement. Especially in 

medicine and healthcare applications as well as in 

soft robotics or lightweight construction materials, 

stitched sensor applications with the ability to sense 

even tiny amounts of substrate elongation have 

proven to be promising to solve specific technical 

problems. [6 - 8] 

However, research focusing on stitch-based strain 

sensors for belt tension measurement of woven 

lashing straps is relatively rare and the particular use 

of stitch-based strain sensors for load security 

monitoring have not been widely explored until this 

point. CNC-embroidery machines allow smart 

textile developers to freely design and embroider 

textile circuitry and conductive pathways onto a 

broad variety of textile substrates in various 

dimensional shapes and stages of manufacturing. [9, 

10] This paper presents a case study about 

embroidering narrow fabric straps feasible for object 

securing and fixation with a stitch-based resistive 

strain sensor. The aim of this study is to investigate 

if stitch-based strain sensors are a feasible attempt to 

measure the applied belt tension while fixating an 

object and to monitor it during a transport time.  

II. STITCH-BASED STRAIN SENSORS 

 Stitching techniques like sewing and embroidery are 

some of the oldest textile manufacturing processes 

known. A stitch is generally formed by a needle 

penetrating a fabric while guiding a yarn thru it. The 

Yarn loop with itself or with another present yarn on 

the fabrics reverse side, locking it form-fitting and 

by friction force. A stitch can generally be classified 

by the pattern of its loop formation and its 

geometrical properties like its stitch length, width, 

and depth. Stich types are commonly categorized by 

established standards like ISO 4915:1991. [11, 12] 
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A Stitch made from a single or multiple conductive 

yarns conducts electrical current thru a textile fabric 

acting as a textile conducting element in a circuit. 

Like every conventional conductor, like for example 

metal wires, the stitched conductive yarn has a 

specific electrical resistivity in relaxed condition, 

which changes when deformation occurs. [13, 14] 

The change of the stitch’s resistivity can be used as 

a computable electrical signal to calculate its 

physical elongation and therefore the stitched fabrics 

elongation itself. With the general deformation 

behaviour of the textile substrate known, the 

working strain can be calculated from the measured 

resistivity change using the sensors gauge factor. 

[15] The gauge factor is a proportional factor 

describing resistivities change in comparison to the 

sensor’s elongation. It is commonly used as an 

indicator for a strain sensors general level of 

sensitivity. Other important sensor characteristics 

are its linearity, describing the proportion in 

resistance change in relation to the change in 

working strain., as well as the sensors recovery 

property. A sensors recovery property describes the 

ability to maintain its sensing quality after multiple 

cycles of use without permanent resistance drift or 

occurring damages decreasing its sensitivity. [16-18]  

Conductive fibers spun to conductive yarns and 

being stitched onto fabric in a certain pattern are far 

from being ideal conductors. So most conventional 

models depicting the strain resistive behaviour of 

metal wires or printed metal films are not suitable to 

describe or predict a stitch-based strain sensors 

sensing mechanism or general conductive behaviour. 

[19] The conductivity and resistivity of a single 

conductive fiber depends on various factors like for 

example it’s length, width, and square geometry as 

well as the used functionalization method. Spun 

yarns may contain several thousands of single 

conductive fibers entangled with one another. A 

conductive yarn with a certain length can therefore 

be depicted as a conductive network of an 

infinitesimal high number of single conductors short 

circuiting with one another due to their physical 

entanglement. In generally a yarns resistivity was 

found to be positively correlated with its length, 

meaning that a piece of yarns measured resistivity is 

higher, the longer it is. [20 - 23]   

When a certain Pattern is stitched onto a fabric a 

certain amount of total yarns length is integrated into 

the substrate, depending on the stitch’s properties 

like its density, width, and depth. Considering the 

found positive correlation between a piece of yarns 

length and its resistivity, stitches with a high stitch 

density, width, and length, like for example a 

lockstitch in ZigZag-Pattern, tend to have a higher 

absolute stitch resistivity than straight lockstitches in 

comparison. The base resistivity of a stitched sensor 

application per lengths unit on a fabric’s surface 

therefore depends highly on the stitch’s pattern and 

its properties. [16, 24-26] 

When multiple conductive yarns are used to form a 

stitch, looping, or physically contacting one another 

due to several loops or conductive yarn sections 

overlapping causes short circuits leading an overall 

stitched patterns resistivity to drop. A stitch can be 

described as a conductive network with its overall 

resistivity depending mostly on the stitched patterns 

properties and the presence and concentration of the 

conductive yarn short circuiting overlapping or cross 

sectioning loops and entanglement points. (Fig. 1 

and Fig. 2) When the fabric is stretched its 

deformation causes the stitch’s width, depths as well 

as the stitch’s density to change as well. When the 

stitch’s properties change and the stitch’s geometry 

seen on the fabrics surface as well deforms, 

overlapping loops of the conductive yarn separate 

from one another and cross sectioning areas may 

shift in contact size and location. These causing 

former yarn to yarn contact induced short circuits to 

eventually open and the patterns overall resistivity to 

change. (Fig. 3)  

 

Figure 1. Overlapping conductive yarn loops 

 

Figure 2. Cross sectioning conductive yarn loops 

The fabrics and stitch’s deformation induces 

mechanical stress to the conductive yarn. The yarn 

gets stretched due to the stitch’s properties changing. 

Also, the deformation of the fabric may cause lateral 

compressive forces to increase locally around the 

stitch’s loop entanglement points. The fabrics 

deformation will therefore shift the stitch’s 

conductive network as well as the yarns resistive 
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properties itself due to the working mechanical 

stress.  

A stitches overall measured change in resistivity 

under deformation therefore results both from the 

combined conductive network changes of yarn and 

stitched pattern. [27, 28] The fabrics general 

deformation properties affecting the degree to which 

its strain induced elongation is conducted to an 

applied stitch. In reverse the stitch-based application 

of a yarn onto a fabric and its physical entanglement 

with it may also affect the fabrics deformation 

behaviour to some degree. This interaction between 

the stitch’s mechanical deformation characteristics 

and the fabrics mechanical properties have been the 

focus of research in the past. A strain sensors 

functional aspects like its sensitivity, linearity and 

especially its recovery properties (like its hysteresis 

error and baseline resistivity drift) have been found 

to be largely dependent on the stitch’s deformation 

behaviour matching the fabric’s. [29] A stitch-based 

sensors strain sensing behaviour can therefore be 

described as depending on three main aspects. That 

being the used conductive yarns resistance changing 

behaviour under applied strain, the stitch’s 

mechanism of its conductive networking shifting 

when a fabrics deformation is conducted and at last 

the stitches and the fabrics deformation behaviour 

under applied strain interacting with one another.  

 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the mechanism of increasing resistance by dissolving the yarn contacting 

 

III. PROBE PREPARATION 

Three commercial narrow fabric straps differing in 

their belt thickness, width, and weight as well as in 

their maximum tensile strength and stiffness were 

chosen to be functionalized with a stitch-based strain 

sensor. All narrow fabric were bought from Rolf 

Schwarzbach – Fachhandel (Wipperfürth, GER) All 

straps were plain woven from synthetic filament 

yarns. (Fig. 4-6) (Table 1-2) In this paper the 

different narrow fabrics are coded by their product 

number, given by the supplier. The narrow fabrics 

were embroidered with two versions of a 304-

ZigZag lockstitch using a ZSK JCZA computer-

controlled embroidery machine (ZSK 

Stickmaschinen GmbH, Krefeld (GER)). Both 

applications dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 7. 

Table 1. Narrow fabric properties 

Narrow 

fabric 

Fiber 

material 

Width 

[mm] 

Thickness 

[mm] 

2.23.100.0105 100% PP 40 1 

2.23.200.1600 100% PES 45 1.5 

2.23.100.0115 100% PP 50 2.3 

Table 2. Narrow fabric mechanical deformation 

properties 

Narrow 

fabric 

Maximum 

tensile 

strength FN 

[daN] 

Elongation at 

maximum tensile 

strength ε [%] 

2.23.100.0105 404 28.4 

2.23.200.1600 1140 23.4 

2.23.100.0115 1100 31.2 

Both versions varied in their stitch properties to 

examine their influence on the strain sensing 

behaviour in comparison. (Table 3)  

The stitch ZigZag_V2_Axial (Fig. 8-9) was designed 

with a particular high stitch density and width. 

Therefore, a generally high absolute length of 

conductive yarn was used for this stitch. The second 

stitch ZigZag_Double_V2 (Fig. 10-11) was 

composed of two 304-ZigZag lockstitches cross 

sectioning one another. All probes were embroidered 

with loose ends for contacting to a multimeter. The 

individual Probe’s consistency is attached in the 

Appendix (Table 5)   
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Table 3. Stitch properties 

Stitch Version 

Stitch 

density 

Stitch 

width 

Stitch 

depth 
ZigZag_V2_Axial 11 Stitches 

/10mm  
5mm 0.9mm 

ZigZag_Double_V2 8 Stitches 
/10mm 

0.8mm 1.2mm 

 

 

Figure 4 Narrow fabric surface image 

22.23.100.0105“ 

 

 

Figure 5. Narrow fabric surface image 

2.23.200.1600” 

 

Figure 6. Narrow fabric surface image 

22.23.100.0115“ 

 

 

Figure 7. Stitch dimensions 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Stitch properties ZigZag_V2_Axial 

 

 

Figure 9. Microscope image ZigZag_V2_Axial 
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Figure 10. Stitch properties ZigZag_Double_V2 

 

Figure 11. Microscope Image ZigZag_Double_V2 

The chosen silver-plated yarns Amann Silver-

tech+100 and Amann Silver-tech+150 

(Amann&Söhne GmbH & Co.KG, Bönningheim 

(GER)) came with a different titer and electrical 

resistivity per meter yarn length. For the stitch 

version called ZigZag_V2_Axial the non-conductive 

yarn Amann ISA Tex 80 was used as a lower yarn. 

For ZigZag_Double_V2 the conductive yarns were 

used as both upper and lower yarns.   (Table 4) 

Table 4. Yarn properties 

Yarn 
Fiber 

material 

Titer 

[dtex] 

Yarn 

resistivity 

[Ω/m] 

SIlver-

Tech+100 

100% PA  330 <200 

SIlver-

Tech+150 
100% PA 220 <300 

ISA 150  100% PES 180 - 

IV. TESTING METHOD 

The manufactured probes were tensile tested using 

a Zwick 1455 20kN (ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, 

Ulm (GER)) tensile testing machine (Fig. 12) with 

an attached Elabo R-Meter /SRM 05 (ELABO GmbH, 

Crailsheim (GER)) multimeter (Fig. 13). For tensile 

testing Zwick Pneum. Probenhalter Typ 8487 – 

Fmax.20kN specimen clamps were installed in the 

tensile testing machine. For pneumatic probe 

fixation air pressure of 4 bar was used. The clamps 

were equipped with ribbed clamping jaws for a better 

grip in probe fixation.  The tensile testing machine 

was controlled with the testing software TestXpert3 

(ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm (GER)). The 

software allowed the simultaneous measurement of 

the probe deformation data as well as their electrical 

resistivity change. The stitches electrical resistivity 

was measured by connecting the used multimeter to 

the stitched loose ends using crocodile clamps. (Fig. 

14) 

 

Figure 12. Zwick 1455 20kN tensile testing 

machine 

 

Figure 13. Elabo R-Meter/SRM 05 

 

Figure 14. Loose stitch ends contacted with 

crocodile clamps 
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To investigate the probes strain sensing behaviour 

two tensile testing procedures were set up in 

orientation to DIN EN ISO 13934-1. For each test 

three probes of each combination type were 

manufactured and tested. 

The first testing procedure consisted of the probes 

controlled cyclic elongation from ε=0% to ε=7%. 

(Fig. 15) The aim of this procedure was to simulate 

multiple object fixation and release procedures. A 

maximum elongation of ε=7% was chosen in 

orientation to DIN EN 12195-2. The probes change 

in electrical resistivity was plotted alongside the 

elongation. During this procedure the different 

probes strain sensitivity and linearity was 

determined by calculating the probes gauge factor K, 

using the following formulas (1 – 3). 

𝐾 =  

∆𝑅
𝑅0
∆𝑙
𝑙

 (1) 

∆𝑅

𝑅0
= 𝑘

∆𝑙

𝑙
= 𝑘𝜀 (2) 

𝜀 =
∆𝑙

𝑙
=

∆𝑅
𝑅0
𝑘

 (3) 

where K = gauge factor; R0 = Resistivity [Ω]; l = 

length [mm]; 𝜀 = elongation [%]  . 

For each deformation cycle the probes strain gauge 

factors were calculated in intervals of 0.5% 

elongation. All interval related gauge factors from 

one cycle were averaged arithmetically and 

compared in relation to the number of cycles to 

examine the cyclic wear on the strain sensors. The 

probes single cycles average gauge factors were then 

again averaged to compare the different probes 

sensitivity in general. The sensing linearity was 

examined by calculating the gauge factors standard 

deviation for each cycle. A high standard deviation 

was interpreted as the gauge factor changing volatile 

in relation to the applied rate of strain. Therefore, a 

high gauge factor standard deviation was seen as an 

indicator for a low linearity. The cycles standard 

deviations were arithmetically averaged to compare 

the single probes. The second procedure was a creep 

elongation test where the probes were stretched to an 

amount of 2000N Force. The probes were locked in 

their state of elongation after reaching 2000N over 5 

Minutes. (Fig. 16) This procedure was designed to 

simulate an object fixation procedure and fixation 

over a certain amount of transportation time. The 

harvested data was used to examine if the built belt 

tension would lose over time due to the fabrics 

relaxation and if this loosening could be monitored 

by measuring the stitches resistivity change. The 

probes absolute resistivity change was plotted 

alongside the machines applied strain tension Force 

and the procedures time. Every procedure was tested 

with stitched probes as well as with unstitched 

narrow fabric probes and the single conductive yarns 

for reference. Every narrow fabric probe was cut to 

a length of 250mm for testing. The single yarn 

probes were cut to a length of 350mm. Before the 

testing all probes were exposed to climatization 

20°C/65% rel. humidity for 24 hours. All tests were 

done in a climatized environment with 20°C/65% 

rel. humidity. The probes narrow fabric length as 

well as the stitched applications length were 

measured before every procedure. After the test 

procedures the tested probes were then again 

exposed to climatization 20°C/65% rel. humidity for 

24 hours and the lengths were again measured for 

comparison. The stitches resistivity in relaxed state 

were also measured before and after the testing 

procedures together with the probe’s length. For 

length measurements a steel ruler was used. For 

measuring the probes initial resistivity, a DMM6500 

6 ½ multimeter (Keithley Instruments Inc., 

Cleveland (USA)) was used 

 

 
Figure 15. Cyclic elongation test routine 
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Figure 16. Creep elongation test routine 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section the experiments result will be 

presented. The probes strain sensitivity and linearity 

differ in relation to the composition of narrow fabric, 

conductive yarn, and stitch type. In Fig. 17 the 

probes averaged sensitivity (green) and linearity 

(blue) is shown. The single probes overall calculated 

sensitivity is the result of the three composition 

parameters behaviour under applied strain, 

interacting with one another.  

Probes based on the stitch type 

ZigZag_Double_V2 tend to provide a higher 

averaged strain sensitivity than the 

ZigZag_V2_Axial equivalents. The 

ZigZag_Double_V2 tend to show a higher 

sensitivity when Amann Silver-tech+100 is used as 

conductive yarn. The probes based on 

ZigZag_V2_Axial show none such tendency. The 

ZigZag_Double_V2 probes linearity increase when 

Amann Silver-tech+150 is used, while Amann 

Silver-tech+150 tends to show a higher linearity with 

ZigZag_V2_Axial. The probes linearity seems to be 

mainly dependent on the used yarn, while the 

sensitivity is particularly influenced by the stitched 

pattern. The exercised cyclic elongation causes a 

drift in the sensor applications resistivity and 

sensitivity, increasing over the number of cycles. 

The probes measured resistivity at ε=0% to ε=7% 

elongation increases successively while the working 

amount of strain Force oppositely decreases. (Fig. 

18-19) This behaviour can be explained with by the 

cyclic tensile stress causing wear to the probes. The 

unstitched reference narrow fabric probes show the 

same cyclic decrease of loaded tensile force at ε=7% 

elongation. The comparison of the single probes 

measured narrow fabrics length and stitch length 

showed a permanent elongation of both after the 

experiment. The resistivity drift at ε=0% to ε=7% 

therefore is likely to be caused by the strain induced 

permanent deformation, where short circuiting 

overlapping conductive yarn loops become 

physically separated from one another and the 

stitches conductive network permanently alters with 

every passing elongation cycle. The level of the 

resistivity increasing and tensile force decreasing at 

ε=7% elongation alters with individual probe 

composition. The ZigZag_Double_V2 based probes 

tend to show a higher resistivity drift caused by 

cyclic wear then the equivalents based on 

ZigZag_V2_Axial in comparison. The decreasing 

amount of the applied tensile force is lower on the 

probes based on ZigZag_Double_V2 in comparison 

with ZigZag_V2_Axial. The two stitches different 

properties therefore influence the probes tensile 

stiffness. Probes stitched with Amann Silver-

tech+150 tend to show a higher relative resistivity 

drift compared with Amann-Silver-tech+100. The 

reference tests executed on the single conductive 

yarns also show that Amann Silver-tech+150 

resistivity increases more significantly than Amann 

Silver-tech+100. The probes resistivity drifting 

behaviour can therefore be described as mainly 

caused by the chosen conductive yarn behaviour and 

the stitches properties as well as by their influence 

on the fabric tensile stiffness. (Fig. 20) 

The Fig. 21 illustrates the probes cyclic strain 

sensitivity drift for each cycles averaged gauge 

factor. The red and yellow line illustrate the spread 

between the first cycle and all cycles gauge factor 

averaged. The probes based on ZigZag_V2_Axial 

show a higher resistivity drift with Amann Silver-

tech+150, as the increasing spread between the first 

cycles averaged gauge factor and all cycles averaged 

gauge factors indicates. With ZigZag_Double_V2 
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this is the opposite with Amann Silver-tech+100 

showing a higher spread. Both illustrations show that 

the probes individual sensitivity drifting behaviour is 

highly dependent on the chosen yarn and the narrow 

fabrics individual cyclic wear behaviour. The probes 

based on ZigZag_Double_V2 overall show a higher 

level of cyclic sensitivity drift then 

ZigZag_V2_Axial. The ZigZag_Double_V2 based 

probes level of sensitivity drift is closer to the 

individual conductive yarns calculated drifting 

behaviour.    

Due to the stitch ZigZag_Double_V2 reduced stitch 

width and increased stitch length, the single stitched 

loops are aligned in steeper angle to the direction of 

the working tensile force during probe elongation. 

The higher loops orientation in the tensile force 

direction is likely to result in a higher direct tensile 

stress and stretch working on the yarn in comparison 

to ZigZag_V2_Axial. (Fig. 22) The increased tensile 

stress causes the yarns conductive network to alter 

and therefore the resistivity and sensitivity to 

permanently drift. The stitches sensitivity drifting 

behaviour approaching the single yarns behaviour at 

a higher loop orientation indicates that the sensitivity 

drift of a stitch under cyclic elongation is mainly 

dependent on the used conductive yarns behaviour 

and the stitched loops orientation to the direction of 

force.  

 

 

 

Figure 17. Probe averaged gauge factors (blue) and gauge factor linear deviation (green) 

 

 
Figure 18. Probe C_Z0_3 strain force drifting over multiple elongation cycles 
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Figure 19. Probe C_Z0_3 resistivity drift over multiple cycles 

 

Figure 20. Probe relative cyclic resistivity drift and relative strain force drift 

 

Figure 21. Probe cyclic strain gauge factor drift 
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Figure 22. ZigZag_V2_Axial (left) and 

ZigZag_Double_V2 (right) loop orientation in 

applied force direction. 

The conducted creep tests show a regressive 

decrease of the tensile force working on the stitched 

and unstitched narrow fabric probes over 275 

seconds after first reaching 2000N. This belt tension 

loosening is expected to be caused by the fabrics 

woven surface rearranging and the narrow fabrics 

creep-elongating overtime to reduce the amount of 

tensile tension. Those fabrics relaxation mechanisms 

cause the stitches resistivity to alter. In the Fig. 23 

and 24, the probes decrease in working tensile force 

and resistivity is exemplary plotted. The fabrics 

relaxation is conducted to the stitch, causing its 

conductive network to shift also back into a more 

relaxed state. To compare the single probes 

behaviour the stitches range of absolute resistivity 

change [Ω] is plotted and compared to the relative 

range of working force [%] decreasing over the creep 

test time of 275 seconds. (Fig. 25) The relative range 

of working force is interpreted to be mostly 

dependent on the narrow fabric’s physical properties 

and relaxation behaviour. Though no correlation 

between the relative range of working force and 

electrical resistivity is clearly identifiable, the 

stitched probes resistivity creep alters with the 

narrow fabric and the yarn.  The creep behaviour of 

ZigZag_V2_Axial is more volatile and likely to be 

dependent more on the specific narrow fabrics 

mechanical creep characteristics than ZigZag-

Double_V2. ZigZag_V2_Axial behaviour can be 

explained due to the stitch properties. The fabric 

surface loosening led to formerly physically 

separated overlapping loops to reconnect, so the 

formerly increased stitch resistivity drops back. With 

the ZigZag_Double_V2 probes this is not the case. 

The investigation of the occurred permanent 

elongation and base resistivity drift of all probes 

shows that the permanent elongation of the fabrics 

and stitches is higher due to cyclic elongation than to 

a single long-term exposure to working strain. (Fig. 

26) The amount of resistivity drift is therefore most 

likely dependent to the fabrics and stitches grade of 

permanent elongation. ZigZag_Double_V2 showed 

a higher resistivity drift which can be explained due 

to the yarn being damaged because of the sharp angle 

to the force direction. The amount of elongation is 

dependent on the fabric’s mechanical deformation 

properties and the recovery ability. So, the occurring 

drift and therefore wear recovery abilities of the 

stitched sensors depend highly on the narrow fabric 

itself. 

 

 

Figure 23. Probe C_Z0_3 regressive strain force creep 
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Figure 24. Probe C_Z0_3 resistivity creep compared with strain force creep 

 
Figure 25. Probe resistivity and strain force creep behaviour 

 
Figure 26. Probe permanent elongation and resistivity creep 24 hours after testing procedure 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The variety of stitch-based sensor applications 

investigated and examined in this work enabled the 

elongation measurement and tension monitoring on 

every chosen narrow fabric strap by measurable 

resistivity change. The individual probes level of 

strain sensitivity and linearity heavily depend on the 

combination of the conductive yarn, the stitch 

pattern and properties, and the narrow fabrics 

mechanical deformation characteristics themselves. 

For this work the strain sensing performance can be 

therefore described as the result of those three probe 

parameters interacting during probe deformation. 

Especially the stitch properties caused yarn loop 

orientation in tensile force direction highly 

influences the probes strain sensitivity and linearity. 

The probes gauge factor increases with a higher 

orientation, while the linearity decreases. This 

behaviour is likely to be caused from a higher 

exposure of the stitched yarn to mechanical stress. 

All probes show weak recovery properties with 

resistivity and sensitivity drifts occurring after 

multiple elongation cycles. This is likely to be 

caused mainly by the narrow fabrics themselves 

permanently elongating successively due to cyclic 

tensile wear, altering the applied stitches conductive 

network. A higher loop orientation in tensile force 

direction increases the drifting behaviour and 

reduces the probes sensor recoverability. The 

conducted creep elongation experiment’s results 

shows that the narrow fabrics belt tension loosening 

is monitorable by the sensor applications resistivity 

altering with the substrates relaxation. The stitches 

resistivity and the working strain force decrease 

overtime in a similar regressive plotted curve 

progression. Although no correlation or regression 

pattern emerges from the gathered data, the 

feasibility to monitor the fabrics belt tension depends 

on the applied stitches properties. The stitch 

properties influencing the yarns geometrical 

orientation on the fabric’s surface are especially 

found to significantly influencing the probes strain 

sensitivity and linearity during the chosen narrow 

fabric straps tensioning and monitoring. Modern 

computer-based embroidery provides developers 

with a broad freedom of stitch pattern design. With 

further investigation on the single stitch parameters, 

like stitch width, -length and -density, the use 

centred development of a stitch-based strain sensor 

could be a promising attempt for securing belt strain 

sensing functionalization in the future.   
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APPENDIX 

Table 5. Manufactured probe combinations 

Probe Name Stitch Yarn Narrow fabric 

Number of tested 

Probes 

A_Z0_3 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.100.0105 3 

A_Z0_4 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.100.0105 3 

B_Z0_3 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.200.1600 3 

B_Z0_4 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.200.1600 3 

C_Z0_3 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.100.0115 3 

C_Z0_4 ZigZag_V2_Axial Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.100.0115 3 

A_Z0_3 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.100.0105 3 

A_Z0_4 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.100.0105 3 

B_Z0_3 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.200.1600 3 

B_Z0_4 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.200.1600 3 

C_Z0_3 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+100 2.23.100.0115 3 

C_Z0_4 ZigZag_Double_V2 Amann Silver-tech+150 2.23.100.0115 3 

*In each of both testing procedures 3 probes were tested  
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